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James Dugas 



A Portrait of Alexander Graham Bell 
Charcoal, paper 
18 x 24 
 
 

 
Patti Durr 
"We are YOUR F-A-I-L-U-R-E" 
Black Marker and Watercolor on Watercolor paper 
9 x 12  
(description: drawing of the fingerspelling handshapes for F A I L U R E with round 
faces at top and round bells at bottom with "shout lines" around the letters to show 
how they were signed out STRONGLY / LOUDLY. at bottom is a bell like symbol 
because one of the sit-in presenters was wearing a bell on her wrist and every time 
she signed the audience and presenter would look towards the sound)  
this is a quick color sketch based on the AFA sit-in at the AG Bell Symposium for 
Listening and Spoken Language in DC at the Omni Shoreham hotel. Audism Free 
America (AFA) had peacefully protested in the sweltering heat (103 +) for several 
days. on the LAST day of the AG Bell symposium - AFA engaged peaceful direct 
confrontation but having a sit-in during the one of the last presentations about 
Cultural and Linguistic considerations (cultural competency) - we walked into the 
Hampton Room and had a sit in. We mouthed and signed to the presenter "sorry" for 
having interrupted her and we signed out our msg about allowing Deaf children to 
sign. Ruthie Jordan, one of the founders and leaders of AFA, signed out and shouted 
out with her Deaf voice - We are your F A I L U R E. mark myer reported seeing one 
of the attendees of the presentation cry to see this truth declared. Susan Boswell, AG 
Bell's Deaf replacement communication director - Catherine Murphy had gone over 
to Gallaudet University to be the director of communication there - Boswell tried to 
get AFA peaceful protestors to leave. she pushed and signed and spoke to STOP and 
LEAVE NOW. AFA said "Stop Deaf Against Deaf. Stop Deaf Against Deaf." Boswel is 
also Deaf. AFA succeeded in stopping the presentation that did not have any Deaf 
representation. MANY DC police arrived and a very heated stand off occurred where 
it looked like the AFA representatives might be arrested. AFA's lawyer arrived and 



discussed different options with the police. Once AFA was assured the presentation 
would not resume and the conference was over they left under police escort. As AFA 
was leaving several of the police officers hugged AFA members. 
 
 

 
 

 
 



 
Shawn Elfrink 
AGB Series 



 
Takiyah Harris 
"AGB" 
1. Riot against Oral 
Inspired by Keith Haring 
Mixed Media 
10x8 
2. "Graffiti on AGB Poster" 
Mixed Media 
10x8 
 



 
Hinda Kasher 
Trigger Warning: AGBell 
Sharpie fine point and broad markers, sharpie highlighter 
2015 
 
 

 
Ellen Mansfield 
"AGBAD Propaganda"  
 



 
Laurie Monahan 
Silence Revenge" 
Photoshop 
Description:  DON'T promote violence (guns and such) but I believe in graffiti! It is 
freedom of speech thru art, NOT to harm other human beings. This "superchild" is 
victim of oralism oppression and is blaming AGB for his suffers 
 

 
Stevie Gemmill Naeyaert 



Veditz's letter to AGB 
Description:  While Veditz was NAD President, he wrote a letter to AGB. The letter is 
dated Dec 29, 1909. 
Here's what it says: 
"Dr. Alexander Graham Bell 
Washington DC 
Dear Sir: At your request I am sending you another copy of the resolutions referred 
to in my recent letter. 
I regret sincerely your inability to attend our Congress next summer. We should 
have liked to convince you - pardon the expression - of the "error of your ways", and 
bring you into concord with the aims of the vast majority of the deaf. 
With the season's greetings, I am yours very truly 
George Wm. Veditz, President." 
Using Nancy Rourke's colors - I highlighted snippets from the letter. 
Artwork created on iPad Air with ArtRage 
 
 

 
 



 

 
Nancy Rourke 
No to AGB 
Graffiti Spray Paint on newspaper clippings, on cardboard (with xacto cutting the 
foam sheet), and canvas 



11x14, 16x20, 12x14 
 

 
Paul Scearce 
Title: George Veditz K.O. Alexander G. Bell 
Media: Photoshop 
 

 
Tiffany Slief 
ASL 1-10 story 
1:04 minutes 
Description: This is a deaf cultural poetry, American Sign Language (ASL) 1-10 story 
while incorporating the handshapes of the fingerspelled number into the story. To 
understand our deaf cultural perspective, sign language became commonly used, 
supporters of the oralism method believed the deaf must learn spoken language to 
fully function in hearing society. They tried to oppress and destroy our language, 
and especially, they left hearing parents no encouraging options but spoken 
language for their deaf kids. In our Deaf culture, most of us believe in providing deaf 



people a full accessibility to american sign language and allow them to accept it as 
their primary language that supporter of oralism doesn't. To prevent our language, 
it does not mean that we are against deaf people who lipread or wear a hearing aid 
but oralism over ASL. 
 

 
Julie Rems Smario 
Description:  I created this collage art to help people understand what what going on 
with HB 1367 in Indiana. 
 
 

 
JT Tozier 
“The Moudrost of Alexander Graham Bell’s Recipe” 
Description:  Inside Tucker-Maxon Oral School (TMOS) book, it fills with 
information about success, including photos of AGB about each of actors and 
actresses. This school is imaginatively and speculatively based on AGB's methods 



and it gives fictitious information that humiliates Deaf children. JT as a TMOS 
survivor, he always believes that AGB shows the power to be an act of leadership. 
LXXVI stands for "76"--the year 1976, he became the product of Oralism at age of 
two years old. The clock. 2 PM. AGB's time of his final breath. The View-Master 
through 3-D slide reels into and advances the form of language bigotry, for example, 
talking and listening with a powerful pull on a lever. Moudrost stands for "wisdom" 
in Czech language. Who is the father of Deaf Hate Crime? 
 
 

 
Roberta Rose 
 
You( AG Bell ) 
failed us. 
Oralism  
failed us. 
Angry. 
enough is enough. 
guns pointed 
at AG Bell. 


